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How we view and use our home
has changed

Welcome to our second edition of the COVID
context series. This time we’re exploring the
future of home.
Even before COVID-19 appeared in our lives in
March, hermit culture was in full flow with many
Australians seeking comfort and solace from a
high paced life at home. The global climate of
fear, and concerns about environment along with
stagnant wage growth and consistent increases
in cost of living had driven people to spend more
time at home anyway.
Being consistently at home for all of us for 3-4
months and Victoria for 7 months has changed
the way we use our homes. Having entire
families in one space trying to manage work,
school and play has been a juggle. Deciding what
to panic buy, and how to cook 21 meals per
person per week has also been a cause of stress
creating new opportunity for many brands and
businesses.
Increasing utility cost has been a shock for many
through the winter months having to heat a
home 24/7 as opposed to around a 37.5h work
week. Technology devices and content
streaming services have seen huge increases in
demand now that people aren’t going to bars,
cinemas concerts and restaurants. Virtual at
home experiences have evolved. What we buy
and how we arrange our homes has changed
forever and in this report we dig into this deeper
analysing what this means for your brand and
category.
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A shift in what we want in our homes

COVID-19 has shown the majority of Australians that
high density living has proven challenging in a
Pandemic. In 2019 projections to mega city living
estimated that over 80% of the population would be
living in and around high density metropolitan areas.
That all changed after April 2020.
Regional towns and outer suburbs become more
attractive
With 40% of the population able to work from home,
tree and sea changes have been high on the agenda.
With no need to be near offices and metro centres
many families are assessing how much more their
money gets them outside of key cities. Sales in
regional Victoria were up 1.9% in September. Larger
homes with more space are now sought after and
achievable. Regional areas will need to do more to
attract younger people who work in industries more
affected by COVID such as hospitality, retail and
travel.
Consumers want more multifunctioning spaces
REA searches reveal what people are really looking
for.
In Victoria and WA searches for houses to buy or rent
with more outside space increased over 50% between
April and June. In NSW in-home gyms were more
important and in QLD NBN was important to stay
connected. In CT and Tasmania searches for homes
with study’s doubled, likely linked to higher
prevalence of white collar workers.
Separation will start to over take open plan

high anxiety and stress. Expect increases in luxurious
bathrooms that can double as mindful retreats. At the
same time bathrooms have needed to be more
functional
Sustainability and independence

The pandemic has also forced people to look at other
ways to be less reliant on external sources. Growing
your own food to be more independent has also been
coupled with ways to be ‘off grid’ with solar and other
services seeing increasing popularity. Increased cost
of utilities has been a shock for most people working
from home. If future pandemics emerge, along with
increased climate induced extreme weather events,
ensuring the safety, security and independence of a
home will become more mainstream.
Next level Kitchens
Kitchens have always been the focal point of the
home in Australia, with increased meal planning,
more family moments and more meals the kitchen
has had to work even harder than ever before. New
tech, new layouts, more space and bigger bench
space will drive design.
Sheltering from the outside
With immunity and hygiene a high focus, homes in
Australia may start to mirror European homes with
front porches coming back into fashion, as a place to
store outer clothes and keep the outside out. In our
COVID panel 20% now agree they leave their shoes
outside and 25% disinfect grocery items and
packages coming into the home.

As families and couples have learned to juggle
working from home, home-schooling and home
entertainment, the open plan layout has become
problematic with many families using bedrooms and
garages as make shift working areas.
Bringing the outside in
With less access to parks and open spaces in lockdown
and food shortages, vegetable gardens, gardening
and house plants have seen huge surges. Humans
have a genuine need to connect with nature, and
dedicated spaces to indulge these hobbies or needs
will grow.
Bathrooms for functionality and mindfulness
With home being the centre of Australians lives for a
while, mindful spaces have been needed to cope with
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The evolving pantry

Stockpiling is here to stay

Nostalgia

According to Nielsen Australians now have enough
rice for 65 days, enough pasta for 63 days and enough
noodles for 55 days.

As families and households spend more time together
food is a huge connector. Baking and cooking are the
highest in-home behaviour changes since COVID 19.
Recipes on taste.com increased over 300% against
classics such as Banana Bread over the May and June
period.

An element of stockpiling will now be the norm for
many Australians. With that level of additional
ingredients, consumers will now need more help with
what to do with it. Pantry space will become more
important as people buy larger more value pack based
ingredients, but also move away from frequent shops
to a large weekly shop. This affects the size of
people’s pantry's with more storage space needed to
accommodate pantry loading.

Brands that have or can show moments where they
bring people together with ease, or pull through
trusted values that deliver on the occasion they are
needed for will forge bonds with consumers.
Convenience

Both Asian and Indian products saw the biggest
increases in May and June up 126% and 187%
respectively. At the same time preference of origin
became more important with consumers wanting to
make sure they knew where their pantry items were
coming from. These new ingredients with different
shelf lives, combined with exponentially more eating
occasions in the house, means consumers need more
help and inspiration with meals and snacks.

Consumer tension continues with many families,
couples and single balancing cooking with high levels
of convenience food . This was a staple for busy
families before COVID, but with juggling home school
and working from home, along with more meals to
cater for in the home, means this sector is still
growing. This is reinforced with the top two verticals
on taste.com.au currently being ‘Easy & Quick’ and
‘Dinner’ Innovation can be seen in freezer as well as in
pantry and chilled. However many of these products
are self discovered with limited advertising support.

Rebalanced shopping baskets

Changing habits

Whilst discretionary spend and essential spend may
be approaching more levels, we haven’t really felt the
full effect of the economic weight on most
consumers. Shopping baskets will rebalance as
consideration sets shrink. This means product
deliverables will be assessed in more purposeful
decision making, and the only thing that will
overcome this is a strong and trusted brand or the
right value equation.

As consumers make more purposeful decision with
smaller consideration sets, new brands are making it
on to the list and getting into the home. 21% have
changed brand preferences since COVID19.

Inspiration & ideas

.

Health vs comfort
With the homebody economy here to stay, a balance
of health and comfort food will be a constant source
tension for consumers. Immunity is high on the
agenda so the plant based trend will grow even more
mainstream, especially when it also boasts a very,
very long shelf life. But the need to indulge in
favourite meals, or continue to experience baking will
drive classis dishes along with baking items and
decorating
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Pets as growing family members
Extended periods at home has meant that having a
dog or a cat has become a reality for many people.
With international , domestic and even business
travel severely reduced, worrying about care of
animals whilst not at home, or it not fitting their
lifestyle have dissipated.
Adoptions skyrocket
In 2020 so far the RSPCA in Adelaide adopted over
4600 pets, a record since they’ve been operating. The
lost dogs home in Melbourne houses 866 animals in
June, a record over the past 2 years. Overall the
RSPCA has recorded 26,000 online applications since
the pandemic began.

The cost of a pet is ongoing. We expect to see
increases in pet leisure goods, insurance, pet food and
health. Homes will also need to adapt to
accommodate pets, especially in terms of fencing, or
finite spaces where pets can’t escape.
As the country opens up to travel there will also be
more desire for pet friendly accommodation, which
means durability in homes used as Airbnb’s, plus the
opportunity to upsell in top quality designed items for
this kind of accommodation. Pet owners are often
willing to pay more to avoid kennel fees!

Pets assist mental health
Pets have also played a key role in keeping single
households in lockdown, company. Loneliness is a
pandemic of its own, affecting 1 in 5 Australians preCOVID, with women twice as likely to state this as a
core issue.
Many have seen pets as the key to managing
2020.The chart below from a ABC study in June shows
that time with pets has increased, with women
spending almost 30% more time with pets since
March.
New shopping occasions are created
With more Australians having pets in the home, this
has changed their habits and shopping choices. Over
the period since March an increase in spend on pet
supplies peaked at 30% with it now sitting at 11%
YOY.
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What does this mean? Reshaped consumer needs for FMCG

Online grocery shopping increased 45% in the first
month of the pandemic. 1 in 5 consumers using
online grocery shopping did so for the first time!!
Total predictions sees this ending at 56% up
adjusted from an organic growth of 32%.
Ecommerce is up 73% since the start of the
Pandemic.

Ultimately getting into the pantry has been easier
and yet harder at the same time. If you’re a product
that’s essential or in demand to pantry load COVID19 has driven increase AWOP and new buyers. But if
you’re in fresher categories, or considered non
essential its been hard to break into consideration
sets.

This means its harder to build up traditional
approaches to brand ‘on shelf’, but does open the
door to newer and more effective digital moments
in the consumer journey. Building your brand to be
top of mind has never been more important. We’ve
lost some of those opportunities to disrupt on the
physical journey. Total commerce should form part
of any activation strategy into 2021.

Quick wins:

Keeping track of essentials versus discretionary
spend highlights opportunity when brands and
products can engage based on peoples needs.
The bulk of people that still shop in store have
shifted their habits to evolve less frequent shops,
and faster movement around store. Analysing scan
data and looking at the new peaks in shopping will
help identify moments to capture in ATL channels
such as OOH and Radio, especially where
geotargeting and retargeting can be applied, plus
the use of dynamic creative.

•

Growing ecommerce approach around key
online shopping moments.

•

Clearly articulating the value equation and
rational benefits.

•

Relying on strong brand heritage and/or
nostalgia to keep connected to consumers.

•

Showing new uses and new occasions within the
home in context.

•

Owning a specific occasion or time of week or
event, if you don’t have a heritage brand to fall
back on. There are far more in-home snacking
and meal occasions than pre-COVID.
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Growth in household goods as we update where we spend
most of our time

Spending so much time at home has accelerated
affordable projects. Where most trades may have
ceased for a while internal low altitude updates
have grown with household goods up 30% in May
and household furnishings up 52%. Across the
board this drive in consumption has prompted
new households, particularly in the older
demographics to swap out the showroom and use
ecommerce. In April the number of households
shopping online increase by 31% compared to
2019.

Furnishings stabilising after growth

Homewares on the up

And its not just new items increasing. In a recent
Gumtree survey 37% of respondents agreed they
were more likely to buy second hand goods post
Pandemic. 85% state they had items to sell.
Appliances, kitchen and dining items, chairs,
gardening tools and lamps were the most popular
products in this thriving second hand economy.

Items such as candles, diffusers and even pans
keep increasing as people look to enjoy their
homes more. Our COVID tracker shows 8.5%
more people are buying homewares online now
and 7.5% will continue to purchase more online
post COVID.
White goods peaked early
Whitegoods have experienced an increase with
Harvey Norman reporting 30% increase in sales
mid September for the previous 11 weeks. This is
the biggest increase the company has seen in 60
years, with computers and freezers driving the
trend, which evolved to pie makers, coffee
machines and food related purchases. Appliances
online now say people have moved on to laundry
products as they look to upgrade that area of the
home.

Temple & Webster the online homewares store
reported a 120% increase in April & May followed
by 100% increase YOY in sales in June, despite
other retail stores being open in that month.
Many customers who had never shopped with
them before have already made repeat purchases
based on a satisfying first time user experience.
The number of active customers has risen by 68%.
Second Hand & upcycling still important

Big ticket items may have peaked but smaller
items still evolving
Whitegoods and furnishings are not expected to
grow post pandemic, however smaller decorative
items will continue to be popular as large
affordable retailers like Kmart continue to refresh
their affordable range. Outside of Victoria 72% of
Australians shopped in a physical store indicating
that the desire to browse physically is still there.
But the disposable budget may not be for those
who have already invested in bigger ticket items
this year.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-07-22/nsw-coronavirus-retail-industry-boom-may-not-save-businesses/12477190
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/companies/harvey-norman-sales-surge-30pc-as-covid-pandemic-boosts-furniture-whitegoods-spending/news-story/03e62979fd187c477a342e10cf6d95d6
https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/temple-and-webster-sales-soar-as-cocooning-consumers-shop-online-20200618-p553rr
https://7news.com.au/business/finance/sale-of-second-hand-home-decor-furniture-products-thriving-amid-covid-pandemic-c-1266831
https://www.adroll.com/blog/marketing/how-furniture-brands-win-in-the-age-of-covid-19
https://www.bringg.com/blog/industry-trends/click-and-collect-growth/#:~:text=Back%20in%202017%2C%20the%20Click,over%20554%25%20YOY%20in%20May.
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https://auspost.com.au/content/dam/auspost_corp/media/documents/2020-ecommerce-industry-report.pdf
https://home.kpmg/au/en/home/insights/2020/04/coronavirus-covid-19-retail-survival-and-revival.html

What does this mean? An evolving approach to Retail

This shift away from the showroom means direct to
consumer brands now can compete with large
retailers with storefronts. Consumers will have less
human contact in many of these categories as
business reduce staff and operate in line with social
distance requirements. Many customers don’t want to
wait in line for an average in store experience. Human
connection can still be driven by outstanding customer
service in virtual channels.

Quick wins:
•

Replacing the human contact, how can we
maintain connected to consumers when it may not
be face to face. Finding ways to bring through the
personality of the brand in virtual channels will
keep people engaged.

•

Demystify the click & collect experience, rational
factors win here to get the emotional pay off of the
product fast.

•

How can you upgrade a click and collect
experience to upsell or drive loyalty?

•

Where can products be packaged together in
growth segments?

•

Tap into growth categories in the lead up to the
major shopping events

•

Develop a virtual experience that is on brand and
easy for the consumer to use.

•

Open all hours, the retail experience is now when
and how we want it, time-targeted advertising
doesn’t need to be in the same slots anymore.
Different needs states at different times of day can
drive multiple opportunities to engage.

•

Maximise buy now pay later partners. How can
they become one of your new store fronts?

Click & Collect the unsung hero
With Australia Post experiencing huge delays in
delivery, the consumer purchase journey is ending on
a sour note. However; The click and collect experience
is the opposite. In the US Click & Collect increased
554% in May. In Australia we have lagged behind in
click & collect availability, but as major retailers up
their C&C experience, offering 24h windows, and fast
and efficient drive through experiences this is set to
grow. Click and Collect shoppers grew 7% between
July 2020 and March this year. This channel represents
huge opportunity as a key touch point with
consumers.
Key shopping events
Online events will become more important for
household goods. Before COVID-19 the KPMG charts
included here show the increase in popularity YOY by
event, as well as future growth categories to target
We expect to see significant shifts in the lead up to
Christmas across Click Frenzy, Black Friday and Cyber
Monday.

KPMG, Dentsu COVID-19 Tracker n=400, Aus Post 2020 ecommerce report
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How we’ve spent our time shifts mindset and purchasing

TV Content is king
We all know the big winners during COVID-19 have
been streaming services from music, to television and
podcasts. August was the second biggest month of all
time for BVOD (Broadcast video on demand).
Connected TV viewing is up 95% year on year, with
81% viewed through the smart TV and not through
casting from mobile. Quality TV content and time
has driven usage, but TV audience growth is now
levelling.

this tech, and the insights go hand in hand with the
majority of usage of smart speakers dedicated to
streaming music. Currently smart speakers have a
more functional role with weather, alerts and
reminders high up in usage.

Audio as a companion
Audio media channels have been seen as a media
companion. Radio audiences have grown 7.1% (June
vs Feb) with a gain of 1.3m in people25-54
demographic, listening throughout the day. Previous
peak listening periods of breakfast and drive have
flattened out.
Podcast have also seen huge increases especially in
topical categories to stay informed. News podcasts
have gone up by 2.7m listens. Social media has also
increased by 33% and messaging services by 24%.
17% of Australians say their changes in audio
consumption are permanent.

Usage drives tech uptake
As our involvement in content has grown so has our
need to listen or watch through better technology.
With smart TVS, casting devices and smart speakers
all increasing. 6.8m people now have a connected TV.
4m Australians now have a smart speaker. Google
owns most of those homes with 81% penetration. The
IAB released recent insights on how people are using

Traditional hobbies balance technology
Its not just digital habits that have increased. Looking
at Google trends over the pandemic jigsaws has seen
an over 100% increase, as have astronomy related
products such as telescopes. Kmart and Target both
sold out of classic games such as twister as families
had more time to fill and less space to be in. 26% of
Australians agree they have spent more time on
hobbies and 19% expect these changes to be
permanent in home behaviour.

Source: Amplifi 2020 Covid trends, GWI multimarket study July 2020, IAB corona virus digital
content trends, Google trends.
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Maximising time spent at home with content

Productivity

Experience

Australians are still seeking content that boosts
productivity. At home more doesn’t always mean
more time to do things, in-fact it can mean less,
when there are multiple things to juggle in addition
to work such as home schooling and cooking more..

With limited access to arts and culture, not to
mention travel, in home cultural events have also
risen. Virtual tours, concerts and arts events have
taken place online. Many for free. ACMI have live
streamed weekly movie nights, The NGV offer
virtual tours, and Arts Victoria recently announced
access to Mathew McConaughey’s one man show
recounting 35 years of journals for $25. The arts have
suddenly become more accessible to a broader
audience without the usual $150 theatre seat cost.

Google report increases in searches that start with
‘Easy’ and 65% ‘step-by-step. This insinuates
consumers are using smart speakers and video to
engage more with their hobbies and in home
activities.
Connection
Many in-home activities have solo participants.
Outside the 1000% increase in zoom calls, streaming
services are now finding ways to connect households
together. Netflix Party is a way to sync up viewing
with friends so that live commentary can be shared
and discussed along the way, similar to how viewers
of the bachelor and other reality TV shows use social
media to discuss the events live. Disney+ have also
launched their version of this with Group Watch.
Spotify have also created Group Sessions so that
people can enjoy music together across a variety of
occasions.

Quick wins:
•

How can you create content that brings people
together, or partner with the right publisher to
create an event that taps into what you stand
for?

•

Is there an opportunity to create playlists whilst
consumers cook your product, or drink your
wine?

•

What experiences can we create that drive trial.
A playlist for wine tasting, a ‘How to’ for group
cooking lessons.

•

What celebratory occasions are there where you
can unite people for birthdays, or Christmas
when people can’t be physically together.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-07-03/how-cultural-experiences-are-becoming-the-next-bigtravel-trend/12419102
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Other key considerations for brands
In addition to our insights around FMCG, Retail and
Content we also see these as key considerations for
brands. Its hard to predict what else may happen in
2021, but we anticipate these opportunities to persist.
Utility is back
The brand as utility trend is back. How can we boost
productivity and truly be useful to our customers. Is it
through new needs, new products or simply
reframing.
First mover advantage
Where can you move first when there is less spend
and less noise in market. Are there channels you’ve
never been in or environments that were never
relevant now that might actually work. Think business
environments for tourism, or lifestyle areas for B2B.
Open all hours
Shopping is open all hours now, there is no peak time
anymore. Follow triggers that indicate when your
product contextually fits the channel. How do we
adapt when point of sale, becomes point of click.

experience. How will you ensure mental availability
when physical availability might be harder to come
by?
‘How tos’
Do you have the right to give advice, if so ‘how to’
content taps into utility and can guide consumers on
how to use your products or solve in home problems
Aged care ‘at home’ tech
With the Aged care issue high on the agenda to
improve, many families may consider in care home
for family members. What tech or services could you
provide in this area that helps families manage this
level of care.
AR/VR
Kmart this week announced their August living launch
is to be enhanced with AR technology so customers
can view the product in their own home before they
buy it. How might this work for your brand?
Create new communities

How do we make the most of new entrants to
ecommerce, or upgrade a click and collect
experience. How else can we personalise delivery.
What can we do to make sure that the end to end
experience is a good one.

How can your brand bring people together, where is
the right place for you to play. Is there something you
can create around a commonality through shared
beliefs or passions? There are great examples of
brands creating micro-communities: Airbnb with
‘Airbnb for women’ that started from the consumer
generated ‘women hosting women’.

Hygiene as standard

WFH

Reassurance about entire product chain hygiene for
anything coming into the home is a must. Where can
you also build in sustainable packaging?

Between 40 & 50% of Australians have been working
from home. And whilst many have invested in the
hardware they need to do this, how can you as a
brand assist in soft services that boost productivity, or
encourage more mental well being. Could you provide
distraction for other family members to give workers
more clarity?

New customers, new experiences

Brand personality
With a more disrupted consumer journey, how will
you bring your brand personality to life in digital
channels, how will it connect to the physical
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Thank You
If you would like more information about this
report or wish to chat about what this means for
your business please get in touch:
Sam Cousins
National Head of Strategy & Planning, iProspect
Australia
sam.cousins@iprospect.com.au
0421 486 373

